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Data mining: basic problems

Structured data(<15%) Unstructured data(>85%)

(table, curves,geometric shapes,programs,
limited set of rules )        

(text,image,spatial-temporal data, gene and  
protein,video）

Structured Data：the data that can be fully represented
by limited set of rules, and be processed in acceptable
computing time.
Unstructured Data : otherwise.

Data：information carriers; representation form of 
knowledge; basic object of information processing in 
computer.



Data mining: basic problems

Diversity and complexity of data



Data mining: basic problems

Data Mining (DM)：the techniques to explore the rules 
or useful knowledge (e. g. tendencies, structures, and 
patterns) from data. It is the main procedure of KDD 
(Knowledge Discovery in database).

data
unstructured

information  
half-structured

knowledge
structured

decision

Content understanding

Data mining Knowledge discovery          

Information refinement

reasoning          

integration        



Data mining: basic problems

Clustering
Classification
Regression
Visualization
……

Basic problems of DM:



Data mining: clustering

Clustering: partition a data set into sub-groups based on 
similarity in structure or trend among data. It aims to form 
concept, assumption, pattern of data, basic to knowledge 
discovery.

geographic 

image clustering

data clustering

Previous work: k-means, C-means, spectral clustering, etc.



Data mining: classification

Classification: decide a discriminative rule to categorize the 
data by their features. The discriminative rule (in most case, 
a function) is generally learned from a training set.

Class 1:

Class 2:

Previous work: k-nearest neighbor, Bayesian classifier, support 
vector machine,  boosting and etc.



Data mining: regression

Regression: determine the relationship between factors 
or factors/results. This relationship is generally modeled 
as a continuous function, mainly used for prediction.
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Previous work: Statistical regression, support vector regression, etc.
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Data mining: basic problems

Validity problem (for clustering)
Is there real clustering? How many clusters?

Efficiency / Scalability problem
Efficiency for large scale data set.

Robustness problem
Sensitivity to model parameters, and sample neatness.

Model selection
How to select model parameters?

Our concerns:
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Data mining technologies inspired from 
visual principles

classification

Why can I 
recognize it so 
easily?

Core idea: we view the data mining as a cognition problem, 
and solve the problems by simulating visual principles.

clustering regression
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Scale space based DM - scale space

A basic visual principle: the distribution of light strengths 
reaching at retina is controlled by the distance between the 
object and retina, or the curvature of crystalline lens.



Scale space based DM - scale space

How to model the image on retina controlled by the 
distance or curvature?
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Let denote the light strengths distribution of an object in the 
physical world, the corresponding distribution of light strengths
reaching at the retina is modeled as
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is defined as scale, and it reflects the distance between object and retina or the 
curvature of lens.

This model assumes an ideal retina with isotropic property and spatially invariant 
scale.

where,

),( σxP

Linear 
diffusion 
model:



Scale space based DM – scale space

As scale     increases, image detail are blurred gradually. This coincides with 
our visual experience.

σ

Scale space: a family of images                  with increasing scales{ } 0),( ≥σσxP

Linear diffusion      
scale space:



Scale space based DM : agenda

clustering

classification

regression
Model selection

Scale space



Principle: view a datum as a light point, and the data set as 
an image, then we developed a scale space based clustering 
algorithm（IEEE PAMI, 2000).

Scale space based DM : clustering
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How a dataset evolves with scale space:



What is cluster: a light blob is a cluster. It corresponds to a 
set of data, starting from which the same local maximum is 
reached.

Scale space based DM : clustering

a light blob
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Scale discritezation: ,                  using 
weber’s law.

Scale space based DM : clustering

0σ 0σ

Hierarchical clustering algorithm: 

Step 1. Given a set of scales with            . At           , each 
datum is a cluster center and its blob center is itself. Let    .

Step 2. Find the new blob center at       for each blob center at scale 
by discretization scheme. Merge the clusters whose blob centers arrive 
at the same blob center into a new cluster

Step 3. If there are more than two clusters, let             , go to step 2.
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Iteration scheme:



Scale space based DM : clustering

Performance evaluation:

Input data

Clustering result



Scale space based DM : clustering

Using our method, the laboratory leaded by Prof. Leherte
(a famous chemistry scientist of Namur Univ. in Belgium) 
solved the following problems：

They commented that “the method was adapted to our 
needs”.

Structural identification of Promolecular electron density
distribution function;      
Structural representation of protein;
Endothiapepsin ligands alignment.



Scale space based DM : clustering

The three reviewers of IEEE Trans PAMI highly commented 
the paper “clustering by scale space filtering”.

Review A：This is a well conceived piece of work，“It was 
enjoyable and thought-provoking to read” ; 

Review B： In some sense it (almost) provides a closure on 
this body of work. Of particular interest is the more detailed 
(and some original) investigation of practical issues of cluster 
validity and cluster life. There are also some nice insights 
such as why lifetime should be measured on a log scale, why 
pitchfork merging are seldom. Overall, I feel the paper has 
much to offer” ;

Review C：“The paper is quite interesting and, as I see it, 
makes several novel contributions: i)” ……., ii) ……., iii…….)” .



Scale space based DM : clustering

Contributions:

Through defining the lifetime of a cluster, we 
have provided a novel solution for the cluster 
validity problem.
Through applying Weber’s law (△>0.029), we 
have solved the scale discretization problem.
Provided a general theoretical framework for 
scale related data clustering methods.



Scale space based DM : clustering

input image Scale space image

input image segmentation boundary

Application to image 
filtering/segmentation:
Feature = (coordinate, 
color)
Image filtering:
substitute the color of a 
pixel by the color of its 
cluster center.

Image segmentation:
assign the cluster label to 
the pixels in the cluster.

Mean Shift [Dorin Comaniciu, IEEE Trans. PAMI,  2002]



Scale space based DM : classification
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Principle: view positive/negative data as light points on 
retina with strengths 1 / -1. Then model the classification 
task as a cognition problem.

Data image:

Scale space image:

));(sgn();(

Bayesian discriminative classifier:

σσ xPxf =

)]|1()|1(sgn[),( xypxypxf −=−==σ

[A New Approach for Classification: Visual Simulation Point of View, ISNN 2005]

Data image (red: -1; blue: 1)

Scale space image and the plot of its value

Class boundary



Scale space based DM : classification
Which scale should be selected: we select scale      by cross 
validation combined with discretization scheme deduced 
from Weber’s law. 

*σ



Scale space based DM : classification
Algorithm of Visual Classification:
Step 1 (Scale determination) : use a cross-validation method combined 
with discretization scheme to determine a optimal scale     .
Step 2 (Visual classification):  compute                and get discriminative 
function.

*σ
);( *σxP

Linear separable example

Performance 
evaluation:

feasibility

Without noise With 5% noise



Scale space based DM : classification

Without noise With 5% noise

Performance 
evaluation:

feasibility

Spirally separable example

circularly separable example



Scale space based DM : classification

Performance evaluation: efficiency



Scale space based DM : classification
Performance evaluation: scalability

The time complexity is quadratic (a) with respect to size of training data, 
and linear (b) with respect to dimension of data.

(a) time complexity with respect to size 
of training data

(b) time complexity with respect to 
dimension of data



Scale space based DM : classification

Contributions:

Novelty: proposed a novel cognition based classification model.
Efficiency: much saving the computing time while achieving 
comparable results with the state-of-the-art classification 
algorithm (SVM). The computing time of the proposed method 
is 7% of the computing time of SVM.
Scalibility: the training time of the proposed method increases 
linearly with the dimension of data and quadratically with the 
size of training data. 



Scale space based DM : regression

Data regression can be 
achieved by performing 
classification on: 

where      is selected to 
make the data         
separable
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Scale space based DM : model selection
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Model selection: to specify parameters involved in a model or algorithm. 
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Model Selection in SVM: how to specify    ?
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Support Vector Machine: it works based on transforming a nonlinear problem 
into a linear problem in feature space, combined with using kernel technique. 
It’s known to be the one of the most efficient and commonly used DM
technologies. However, model selection problem is open.



Algorithm:
Step 1 (Global and Local Structure):
randomly select N samples from data set 
(totally    items). Rank the pair-wise 
distances between selected samples and 
data set.

Step 2 (Find optimal scale):

l
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Scale space based DM : model selection

Principle: view scale selection as a cognition problem in visual 
system. We select the scale through determining the visual 
scale at which the global and local structures of a dataset can 
be most clearly observed.

Which scale is best?
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Global structure: -th distance
Local structure: -th distance

Denote them as . nearfar dd ,
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Local structure: the minimal distance in dataset,          .
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Scale space based DM : model selection

Contributions:

Novelty: proposed a simple and 
direct data-driven parameter 
setting formula.
Efficiency: much efficient than the 
existing parameter setting 
schemes.
Effectiveness: achieves the state-
of-the art performance compared 
with the other schemes.

RM: tune parameter using radius/margin bound. [SathiyaKeerthi, IEEE Trans. NN, 2002]

Performance evaluation:



Scale space based DM : model selection
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Anisotropic diffusion scale space: assumes the diffusion process 
is orientation dependent.  The diffused images              then
constitute an anisotropic diffusion scale space.

Anisotropic Diffusion Equation:

= 0 = 6 = 18 = 30
Model section: how to select scale      ?
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Parameter selection for image denoising:



{ } 0),( ≥σσxP

Scale selection: determine an appropriate stopping time (i.e., scale), so 
that the diffused image is most similar to the original non-degraded 
image. 

Previous work: select a single scale for the whole image.

Observation: the scale of 
visual cognition actually is 
spatially variant for the 
image with different 
textures.

Our idea: we segment 
image into sub-regions 
with similar colors, then 
assign different scales for 
different sub-regions. 
[Pattern recognition, in revision, 2008]

The optimal scale of region in blue rectangle is smaller than the 
optimal scale of region in red rectangle.

Scale space based DM : scale selection



Scale space based DM : scale selection

Algorithm workflow:



Scale space based DM : scale selection

 noisy image, std. = 20 scale map final diffusion result, 
mse = 108.5804

optimal case of global scale 
selection, mse = 127.5769

 noisy image, std. = 20 scale map final diffusion result, 
mse = 66.8059

optimal case of global scale 
selection, mse = 73.1568

 noisy image, std. = 20 scale map final diffusion result, 
mse = 95.3072

optimal case of global scale 
selection, mse = 103.7957

Scale map and 
comparison of 
performance:

MSE means Mean 
Squared Error



Contributions:

Novelty: proposed a 
spatially variant scale 
selection schemes 
which is well founded 
on visual principles.

Effectiveness: this 
scheme achieves much 
higher performance 
compared with the 
previous scale selection 
schemes. 

Scale space based DM : scale selection

Comparison with other 
denoising algorithms:

TV: total variation

NL: non-local denoising

GSM: wavelet domain GSM.

MRF: anisotropic diffusion with 
our proposed scale selection 
model

Our model achieves highest 
mean Peak Signal-to-Noise 
Ratio (PSNR).
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Receptive field mechanism based DM
Receptive field (RF) : the region of retina where the action of 
lights alter the firing of a neuron.

The number of receptor cells is 100 times of the number 
of ganglion cells, which are responsible for the receptive 
field mechanism.

RF mechanism:
RF characterization
Described by the non-zero 
domain of a RF function.
On-off, off-on, complex RF
Information integration of RF 
Described by the convolution 
of a RF function with input 
visual information.
The input visual information 
on retina are integrated to 
output features for high-level 
recognition.



Receptive field mechanism based DM
Mathematical modeling of RF function: Gaussian and multi-Gaussians.
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[ C. Y. Li, 1992]



Multiple input lights are integrated to a 
single output signal

Input signal: 

L (x) = {L (x1) , L (x2) ,…, L (xn) } 

Output signal: 

is receptive field model. 

Note: local inner product is equivalent to 
local convolution with mirror version of the 
original RF function.

);(

Receptive field mechanism based DM

σxR

Excitatory 
synapse

Excitatory 
synapse

inhibitory 
synapse

inhibitory 
synapse

electrode

light strength function L(x)

Information integration of RF : the output of a neuron is modeled by 
the convolution (or inner product) of visual input on retina with the 
receptive field function.

Ganglion cell

Receptor
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Receptive field mechanism based DM

∗
RF functions +- +-

Difference of Gaussians (DoG)

Convolution with RF function:



RF based DM : Agenda

clustering

classification

feature detection

enhancem
ent



RF based DM : clustering
Principle: replace the Gaussian function in linear scale space based 
clustering by the receptive field function : DoG, 3-Gaussians.
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Data image:
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RF based DM : clustering

DoG scale space



RF based DM : clustering
Does this make difference?

Performance evaluation:

Input dataset composed of 
characters 0 and 1

Cluster of character 0

Cluster of character 1
Using Gaussian, DoG or 3-Gaussians, we always perfectly cluster the input 
dataset into two subsets (character 0 or 1).



RF based DM : classification
Principle: in contrast to clustering, the classification problem is a 
problem which is highly dependent on the difference feature. So 
we can use RF function to implement classification.
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Data image:

Feature image:

DoG or 3-Gaussians.

));(sgn();( ** σσ xPxf =Discriminative function:



RF based DM : classification
Misclassification rate

Dataset
Gaussian DoG 3-Gaussians

Banana 0.1102 0.1094 0.1088 

German 0.2100 0.2100 0.2067

Heart 0.2000 0.2000 0.1900

Twonorm 0.0236 0.0236 0.0236

Waveform 0.1126 0.1126 0.1122

Image 0.0307 0.0356 0.0297

Thyroid 0.0267 0.0267 0.0267

Diabetis 0.2567 0.2400 0.2400

Breast-cancer 0.2468 0.2338 0.2338

Titanic 0.2292 0.2292 0.2184

Banana 0.1102 0.1094 0.1088 

Comparison:

The visual classification 
with DoG function or 3-
Gaussians function achieves 
better performance 
compared with Gaussian 
kernel.

Contribution: this work provide a try for using RF mechanism in data 
classification. 



RF based DM : image enhancement

Use 3-Gaussian model to 
enhance a blur image: 

)(*))],(),((),([)( 21 xIxGxGwxGxP σσσ −+=

2.0, ' 0.8, 2.0h h k= = =

(a)   original image (b)  Gaussian filter result

(c)  3-Gaussian filter result
2.0, ' 1.0, 2.0h h k= = =

(d)  3-Gaussian filter result
2.0, ' 0.8, 2.0h h k= = =

3-Gaussians RF 
function image

Image enhancement: add high-frequency features onto a blur 
image, so that it can be seen more clearly.



RF based DM : image enhancement

Original image

Enhanced image

Contribution:
proposed an image enhancement 
model by simulating the 3-
Gaussians RF function, it exhibited 
feasibility and effectiveness of the 
RF based method. 



RF based DM : image feature detection

Principles: take the maximal or minimal pixels of the DoG responses of an 
image as feature points. 

Feature points descriptor:

Feature detection : detect the key-points that are invariant in scale (scale, 
orientation, rotation, lightening, etc.). maximum or minimum pixels of 
image DoG responses are reliable feature points. 

Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT, [David G. Lowe, IJCV, 2004]):



RF based DM : image feature detection

对比度阈值处理
832 729

去除边缘上的点
729 536

SIFT feature detection result:
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Conclusion
Through viewing DM problems as 
cognition problem in vision, we have 
developed principles and methods via 
simulating visual principles. 
We have modeled the visual principles 
in three levels:

Receptor level (scale space);
Retina and primary cortex level 

(RF);
Cortex level (neural coding).

And based on the modeling, we have 
established a series of new DM 
technologies.
The new technologies have been shown 
to be state-of-the-art in performance, 
showing the powerfulness of 
simulating visual principles in DM.



Conclusion

Image processing
Data mining

Unstructed data 
processing

Abstraction

Specification

Abstraction

Specification



Thanks!
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